Both students and clinical users find interpretation of blood acid-base numerical values to be difficult. A radial plot provides patterns which are easy to understand, and which can be applied to many groups of laboratory results.
Interpretation of laboratory results is often more helpful for diagnosis and management when the results are considered in groups rather than as individual numbers. Many people find it difficult, however, to interpret a group of numbers, and many attempts have been made to convert such numbers to a shape or pattern which it is hoped can be more easily understood. 1 One system uses radial presentation, for by adjustment of scales it becomes possible to have all reference intervals as a common band: such radial presentation has been tried as a clear visual method of showing complex information such as groups of laboratory results.v?
Most teachers of biochemistry and of chemical pathology (especially to medical students) find that transmitting an understanding of normal and abnormal acid-base balance is very difficult. This difficulty also applies to clinical users of results of acid-base analyses. The relation to clinical states of the changes in the three major variables in blood plasma, namely hydrogen ion activity (as pH), bicarbonate (as [HCO"3]), and carbonic acid (as PC02), seems to be confusing. There are familiar graphical presentations, with the main axes as pHI HCO"3, pHlPc02, or HC0"3IPC02, but they are not entirely satisfactory.
I have found these radial charts useful in clarifying to medical students the problems of the common disturbances of acid-base balance. With modem laboratory analysers and computers it would also be possible to derive such graphs directly from the analysis of blood for the acid-base variables, and to return the graphs in this format to the clinicians, with the numerical results, for easier interpretation.
Similar radial plots can be designed for other disorders, and will accommodate up to eight variables. We have done this for sets of biochemical results in liver disease (Bulusu and Baron, in preparation). 
